
PLAY PROPOSAL 
“Wit” 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

       I.      Wit is the story of a difficult, tough, keenly intelligent professor who confronts her stage IV metastatic cancer. Her fierce 
courage, grit, and determination buttress her initial nonacceptance of mortality. But her academic discipline — language and 
literature — and her experience with physicians whose interest in her is as a research subject and not as a human being, help guide 
her to humanity as the ineluctable fact of death overtakes and transforms her. 

Its author, Margaret Edson, was inspired by her job in a research hospital treating AIDS and cancer patients. After deciding to 
pursue a doctorate in literature, she wanted to write a play before embarking on her career in academia and teaching. 

First produced in Southern California, Wit went on to win the 1999 Pulitzer Prize for Drama and the New York Drama Critics’ Circle 
award for “Best New Play”, as well as four Lucille Lortel awards and an Obie. Its 2012 Broadway revival was nominated for two 
Tony awards. 

    II.      Submitted by: Paul Carpenter; alumnus (undergrad, math); paulc1956@yahoo.com 

III.      Details 

•  Wit; drama; one act; 3F + 3M + 4 any (but see below). 

•  Characters. Written for three females, three males, and four gender-unspecified lab technicians and students. But 
gender is unimportant: Doctors and parent can be female; nurse and professor male. A male Dr. Bearing would 
require minor language adjustments for a non-female diagnosis and treatment. 

• Themes. Every thinking person finds a way to comes to terms with death. Sometimes, the greater the intelligence, 
the greater the struggle to understand and accept it. When one chooses a life of rigorous academia that subordinates 
or banishes family, lovers, children, close friends, what is left at the very end? How does a rigid person stay true to 
themself but bend at last to necessity? 

• Challenges. As a stage IV cancer patient, the lead should be thin and, ideally, should shave their head; the role is 
such that most actors with the ability and dedication to play it would be willing to do so. The final tableau, where 
Dr. Bearing slips from her hospital gown and stands nude bathed in a bright heavenly light, is problematic for its 
nudity and has been criticized as too pat or as an unnecessarily religious; for these reasons, it is often cut or changed. 

IV.    Director. I would love to direct this myself: Paul Carpenter, paulc1956@yahoo.com.  
I have stage-directing experience and first-hand experience with the subject material. 

 
DETAILED INFORMATION 

       I.      Why Wit ? 

• Budget/technical/venue flexibility. Wit can be produced on a low budget, or it can be scaled up to 
emphasize subtler themes within the play. It can be played intimately in a small black-box theatre, or it can 
be scaled up to communicate to an audience of several hundred. 

• Talent/flexibility. Wit showcases one actor of extraordinary skill. But its supporting roles are far more than 
window-dressing; each has their own valuably distinct humanity (although the audience, just like the main 
character, does not at first see their individuality). The supporting roles can be very fulfilling to experienced 
and talented actors, but they can also be played by less-experienced actors without damaging the play. 
Roles can accommodate actors of significantly different ages, possibly even including a Caltech professor 
emerita/us (written as 80 years old). 

• This play can be a life-changing experience for anyone in it or seeing it. 

    II.      Technical Aspects 

• All its scenes are indoors, and that’s how I see it being produced. (But my vision may be limited by 
inexperience; I’ve only directed indoor productions.) 

• Rights are available through Dramatists Play Service. 

• Fee is $100 per performance. Acting scripts are $9 apiece. 

• No recent local productions. For ten years, Wit has not been produced at A Noise Within, Boston Court, 
PCC, or Sierra Madre Playhouse. 



•         In Hollywood, Actors Co-op produced it (to great acclaim) in 2010, and the Lounge Theatre did it in 2015. 

•         Most recent Southern California production: Upland. In 2018, subscribers to Ophelia’s Jump 
Productions had the privilege of discussing it with Margaret Edson via live videoconference. 

• Sets can be minimal (hospital bed on a bare stage). Or you can have a set or backdrop for the hospital, plus 
other sets to depict/suggest flashbacks. 

• Costumes can be minimal (hospital gown, lab coats). Or they can be tailored in subtle ways that heighten 
character or moods and subthemes. An artsy departure might use masks that change over the arc of the 
play. 

• Props that suggest a research hospital are easy to come by at Caltech (tubing, monitors, hospital bedding, 
and so forth). 

• Lighting is important, in my opinion. The moods of the various scenes vary significantly. At least one 
spotlight is needed, particularly for a small venue and/or with a minimal set.  

 
	


